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EXT. WAYNE MANOR- NIGHT
BRUCE WAYNE is returning home after a long day on his private
yacht when he crests a hill and sees Wayne Manor in chaos. An
absolute rager is storming inside with partiers swinging form
chandeliers, jumping through windows and frolicking through
his grounds.The bat signal is strobing on the roof. Bruce
mutters the word "ROBIN" under his breath and advances
intently on the Manor.
INT. WAYNE MANOR- NIGHT
The scene inside the manner is even worse than that of the
grounds. BEAST BOY is passed out in a corner in the form of a
sloth, CYBORG benchpresses Bruce's antique drinks closet and
Robin makes a fool of himself in attempting to flirt with an
uninterested STARFIRE.
BRUCE WAYNE
(Menacingly)
What is going on Robin?
ROBIN
(Terrified)
Nothing BATMAN... I mean Mr. Wayne
A group of teenagers, out of their minds on scarecrow's gas
run through the parlor screaming about an evil fish. AQUA MAN
runs after them trying to convince them that he's a cool
superhero.
BRUCE WAYNE
It doesn't look like nothing...
ROBIN
(Nervously)
Well you were out on the boat and left
me the batmobile so I figured you'd be
out for a while...and I was feeling
lonely since my parents are dead...
and Starfire insisted on hanging out
with me so... I invited one or two
friends over.
BRUCE WAYNE
One or two? Where is ALFRED how could
he have let his happen?
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Alfred slides down the balustrade clutching a pint glass and
singing an old, english drinking song.
ALFRED
Ah, master Bruce (hiccup)... some men
just want to watch the world... spin.
Alfred looks appealingly at Bruce as if this is sufficient
explanation and passes out.
BRUCE WAYNE
I don't have time for this, I have an
important date tonight that I can't
miss.
ALFRED
(Reawakens and smugly, with a wide
grin says) Is it Rachel?
Alfred passes back out. Bruce looks sad. In the distance we
hear (RACHELLLLLL!).
BRUCE WAYNE
I have to go now, give me the keys for
the Batmobile Robin and we'll discuss
your punishment when I get back.
ROBIN
(Melting with fear)
Oh of course...
Robin feels around his costume for pockets but it has none...
ROBIN
(under his breath) Stupid leotard.
BRUCE WAYNE
What was that?
ROBIN
I've misplaced them.
BRUCE WAYNE
My god Robin, I have a gorgeous date
tonight, I think this may be the one
that can finally help me recover from
the passing of... of you know who.
RACHELLLLLLL!! Is heard in the distance.
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ROBIN
Ok don't worry Mr. Batman. I'm the boy
wonder, you're the world's greatest
detective and we have billions of
dollars worth of equipment I'm sure we
can figure out something.
SMASH CUT TO
EXT. WAYNE MANOR- NIGHT
Bruce's Iphone fills the screen as he orders an Uber.
BRUCE WAYNE
(darkly)
x6 surge pricing, that is Criminal.
It's coming out of your utility belt
money Robbin.
Bruce gets in his uber heading for manhattan leaving Robbin
languishing in a pool of his own tears. He gets a call from
an unknown number and answers.
THE JOKER
(Maniacally)
So bats you thought you though you
could outsmart me... I have all that
you hold dear, I expect to see you
shortly.
BRUCE WAYNE
Oh hey Babe, sorry I'm late, I lost my
keys. Be at the restaurant in 20.
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